Why all the noise about gasoline golf car noise?

All gasoline golf cars make some noise when they're running. Most gasoline golf cars are absolutely quiet when they're not running...when the driver takes his foot off the pedal. So they're silent when they need to be silent...when you're about to make a shot.

The fact is, it usually takes an expensive and delicate piece of testing equipment to tell which of two gas cars is noisier on the fairway. So, maybe there are some other things to consider when you're thinking of going gasoline.

Like maintenance costs and warranties. Every Cushman comes with a full-year warranty on all parts and labor. Ask any other manufacturer for that kind of protection. We know a Cushman is reliable. That's why we put our warranty where their mouth is.

And if your course is hilly you'll appreciate an exclusive Cushman feature:

A standard, no-additional-cost, automatic seat brake with a rod linkage that doesn't require frequent and difficult adjustment. You'll also like the higher resale values you can usually expect with Cushman golf cars.

Your players will appreciate Cushman 4-wheel stability and the driving comfort of shock absorbers, front and rear, the extra leg and foot room and easy-in, easy-out convenience.

There are so many reasons to go Cushman, better look at the full picture if you're thinking of going gasoline. You'll find that a lot of the noise about noise is to make you overlook Cushman advantages.

We'd like to send you a free, detailed comparative analysis of all major golf car brands. Write to Cushman, Outboard Marine Corporation, 1428 Cushman Drive, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501.